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We read with great interest the recent article by Maidan and colleagues (Maidan et 

al. 2019). Using an auditory oddball task while standing and walking on a treadmill, 

they conducted an event-related potential analysis in 10 people with Parkinson’s 

disease, 10 older adults and 11 young adults, with particular focus on P300 

amplitude and latency. In all three groups, the P300 latency increased while walking 

compared to standing. The reduced P300 amplitude while walking was only seen in 

the Parkinson’s group. Given the associations between the P300 and attentional 

mechanisms in response to novel stimuli, the authors hypothesize impaired 

recruitment of attentional networks during dual-tasking in people with Parkinson’s 

disease. 

The amplitude and topography of the P300 is impacted by even simple motor 

responses (Salisbury et al. 2001). We have previously described results of a visual 

oddball in 20 people with Parkinson’s disease with and without freezing of gait while 

seated (Butler et al. 2017). Employing a standard event-related potential analysis 

(similar to that in Maiden et al.), we initially demonstrated differences in P300 

amplitudes between Parkinson’s patients with and without freezing of gait (Figure 

1A). However, the scalp distribution of energy centered around the P300 showed a 

different story (Figure 1B). The non-freezing group displayed a well-defined signal 

focus over centroparietal area, as is often seen in P300 in healthy subjects. The 

energy in the freezing group, however, was more diffuse, with spread towards the 

right frontal area (solid arrow), raising the possibility that the signal seen was a 

combination of two separate sources the P300 and motor response. 

This motivated re-analysis of our data, using a current source density (CSD) analysis. 

The CSD is a Laplacian transformation which performs a spatial high pass filter on the 

ERP data, reducing interference from remote sources and current diffusions through 

the skull and, hence, improves spatial resolution (Kayser and Tenke 2006). The CSD 

topoplots show that the non-freezing group maintain a localized response over 

centroparietal areas (Figure 1C). The response of the freezing group, on the other 

hand, clearly consists of two separate signal foci (open arrows), a centroparietal 

response, similar to the non-freezers but also positive activity in the right frontal 
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area (and negative activity in the left frontal area) which is distinct from this 

centroparietal positivity (CPP). We have demonstrated that this frontal signal is a 

movement-related cortical potential which precedes voluntary movement (a button 

press in this case) and reflects activity in the motor cortex, premotor area (PMA) and 

supplementary motor area (SMA) contralateral to the side of the body in which the 

movement occurs (Shibasaki and Hallett 2006). This movement-related cortical 

potential was significantly larger in the freezing group compared to the non-freezing 

group and interference from this signal had led to underestimation of the amplitude 

of the P300 in the initial ERP analysis. Re-analysis of the CPP (the equivalent of the 

P300), using the CSD approach, revealed that there was in fact no difference in this 

potential between groups (Figure 1D). 

In light of this, we wonder whether Maidan and colleagues considered interference 

from these movement related cortical potentials in interpreting their results. In 

general, we propose that a CSD approach should be considered in analysis of event 

related potentials in people with Parkinson’s disease. 

Figure 1. A) ERP analysis showing the mean and standard error of the mean P300 responses 

for non-freezers (FOG-, blue, N=10) and freezers (FOG+, grey, N=10). Note apparent 

significant difference between groups. The solid black line indicates the stimulus onset, the 

dashed vertical lines indicate the mean response time for the FOG- (blue) group and FOG+ 

(grey) group; B) The mean ERP scalp distribution for the FOG- (top) group and FOG+ (bottom) 

group. Solid arrow indicates diffuse P300 distribution, with spread towards the right frontal 

area; C) The mean CSD scalp distribution for the FOG- (top) group and FOG+ (bottom) group 

for comparison. Open arrows indicate two separate sources within the diffuse energy signal 

seen in the ERP topoplot. D) Re-analysis of the mean and standard error of the mean 

centroparietal positivity (CPP) responses for FOG- (blue) and FOG+ (grey). Note lack of 

significant difference between groups.
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